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ABSTRACT 
For the eigenproblem AP = ABP, in which A and B are of a class of Hermitian 
matrices which includes correlation matrices, it is shown that the eigenvectors arc 
saddlepoints in a “factored” space. As a result, each eigenvector can be characterix~d 
as the solution to a min-max (max-min) optimization problem. For the case when 
matrices ,4 and B are real, the factored space is shown to be real also. In the process 
of arriving at these results, some interesting properties of rigenpolvnomial zeros are 
proved. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
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e1 
1 
det H 
rank {H} 
cYlG(h)) 
H>O(H>O) 
H<O(H<O) 
diagfh,,..., &I 
[l 0 . . . OIT 
the identity matrix 
the determinant of H 
the rank of H 
an open interval in [w containing {A 1 det G(h) = 0} 
H is a positive (semi)definite matrix 
H is a negative (semi)definite matrix 
A, “0 
i .* 
0 .hn I 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For some categories of Hermitian matrices, the eigenvectors are known to 
possess special structure, or the eigenpolynomials are known to have zeros in 
certain regions of the complex plane. Early work by Takagi yielded results 
that showed the eigenpolynomials of a Hermitian matrix X* X generated by a 
finite “triangular” Hankel matrix X have a special zero structure [lo] (cf. [3]). 
It has been proved that the eigenpolynomials of a symmetric Toeplitz matrix 
which correspond to distinct extremal eigenvalues have all of their zeros on 
the unit circle [9, 5, S], and each of the eigenvectors has a symmetric or 
antisymmetric element structure [ 11. 
It is shown in the course of the discussion that the zero properties of the 
eigenpolynomials above are common to a much larger set of matrices. The 
principal objective, however, is to demonstrate that the eigenvectors solving a 
certain set of Hermitian eigenproblems are actually saddlepoints of a Rayleigh 
quotient in a “factored’ space. A saddlepoint is a minimizer of a function 
with respect to one set of variables and a maximizer of that function with 
respect to another set [ll]. 
The eigenproblem studied here is of the form 
G(h)PA(A-AB)P=O, (I) 
where A, B E C(N+l)x(N+l) are Hermitian matrices, B > 0, and P E CN+ ‘. 
We also assume that either [G(A)], - [G(A)], Q 0 or [G(A)]. - 
[ G( A)], > 0 for every A in dG( A)), an open interval in Iw containing all of 
the eigenvalues. An important set of matrices in which A and B may belong 
are the set of correlation matrices generated as X*X, where X is a data 
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matrix of the form 
In general, 
r(N + 1) ... x(M) 
... x(M - 1) 
x(l) ... x(M-N) 
[x*x1, - [x*x1, 
= [x(N - 1) .a- x(O)]*[ x( N - 1) ... 
-[+w .a. x(M-N+ l)]*. 
[x(M) 1.. x(M-N+l)]. 
Some notable special cases occur when 
1. X is a prewindowed data matrix, i.e., 
[x(N- 1) ... x(O)] = [0 ... 0] 
and 
T 
[x*x], - [x*x], < 0; 
2. X is a postwindowed data matrix, i.e., 
[x(M) ... x(M - N + l)] = [0 ... 0] 
x(O) ] 
and 
[x*x], - [x*x], > 0; 
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3. X has circulant structure, i.e., 
[xw 1) +-a x(O)] = [x(M) ... x(M - N + l)] 
and 
[x*x], - [x*x], = 0; 
4. X is a convolution matrix, and X*X is Hermitian Toeplitz, i.e., 
[x0- 1) ... x(O)] = [x(M) a.. x(M - N + l)] 
=[o *.* o] 
and 
[x*x], - [x*x], = 0. 
This is actually a special case of each of the previous three cases. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Assume a set of eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs (eigenpairs) that solves (1) is 
Since A and B are Hermitian and B is nonsingular, P = Pk is a stationary 
point of the Rayleigh quotient 
p(P) 2 P*AP/P*BP, 
i.e., V~(P)lp=r, = 0, and A, = p( Pk> is the corresponding stationary value 
[4]. The eigenvalue A, = p(P,) is called distinct, and the eigenvector Pk is 
said to be unique if and only if the eigenspace corresponding to p( Pk) is of 
dimension one. In general, if P = [ p(O) ... p( N)lT, P(z) denotes the 
polynomial in 2-i whose coefficients are the elements of P, i.e., P(z) = 
p(O) + p(l)z-’ + ... +p(N)s-? P(z) is said to be manic when p(O) = 1. 
Representing a vector as a convolution of smaller vectors and expressing 
convolution as a matrix-vector multiplication is extremely important to the 
discussion. The first definition is of great convenience. 
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DEFINITION 1. If R = [r(O) r(l) ... r(n>l“, then 
Pj(R) b 
40) 
41) 
0 
r(0) 
. . . 
... 
0 
0 
r(O) 
f-(n) r(n - 1) 41) 
0 4 n> 
0 0 . . . 411) 
is an (II + j> X j convolution matrix. 
REMARK The subscript of 9 may be dropped if the dimensionality is 
clear from the context or usage. 
If P{Z> is a polyn omial of degree N w%th factorization I’( Z) = P^( 2 IF< z ). 
where P(Z) has degree N - k + 1 and P( z 1 has degree k - 1, then P can 
be written as 
P =LFk( p^)P =9s_k+2( P)p^, (21 
since convolution and polynomial multiplication are equivalent [(il. For that 
reason, we may refer to the expressions in (2) as factorizations. 
Now if (A,, Pk) E 5, 
G( Ak)9’( Sk)& = 0, (3) 
G( A#‘( p,)fk = 0 (41 
for an arbitrary factorization of ,Pk, which at this point is nonunique. 
Premultiplying (3) and (4) by g*(P,) and 9* ( Pk ) respectively gives 
9*(&)G(A,)9’(j;,)I;, p G(h,, I;,)& = 0 (*51 
and 
9*(~k)G(A,)9(P-k)~k g G(A,, P-& = 0, (fi) 
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where, for notational ease later on, G( A, R) A 9* ( R)G( h)9( R). Equations 
(5) and (6) imply that if (&, Pk > is an eigenpair satisfying G( A)P = 0, then 
(h, , Fk) and ( h, , ik) are eigenpairs for two other eigenproblems. 
The stationary points P’ of the Rayleigh quotient 
p(F, p”) p 
@*[P*(?)A@)]F 
+*[LP*(;)B9(PI)]F 
(7) 
are the_same as the eigenvectors for G(h, P^>F = 0, while the stationary 
points P of the Rayleigh quotient 
p(p1, F) L 
P^*[9’*(P-)A9(@)]p^ 
+[9*(P)s9+)]3 
(8) 
are the same as the eigenvectors for G(h, P’>P^ = 0. When both P’ and P^ 
vary, 
p(F, PA) = p(p”, q = p(P). 
The first lemma is proved in the same manner as a result found in [4, 
p. 2881. 
LEMMA 1. For the Rayleigh quotient p( P> with N + 1 stationary values 
A, > **. > ANfl, any k-dimensional subspace L$, and any (N - k + 2) 
dimensional subspace L?~_ k + 2, 
min p(P) < A, G 
--% 
ma p(P)- 
=%t+o 
If Pk and 3N-k+e are not fixed subspaces, but are instead allowed to 
vary over subspace sets Pk and 9N_k +2 respectively, the following result is 
obtained: 
LEMMA 2. 
max minp(P) <Ah,< min 
4&k =-% _Y 
ma P(P). 
N_L+~~N-~+s P=%-k+2 
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REMARKS. If 9$ and 9’t,_k+2 are the sets of all k- and (N - k + 2)- 
dimensional subspaces in CM+ ’ respectively, then it can be shown that 
equality holds in Lemma 2 by choosing 3k = Z!i, k and _S$ _k + 2 = ZPk N + 1, 
where ?Y, k is the k-dimensional eigenspace corresponding to eigenvalues 
A l>“‘> hk: and %k N+ 1 is the (N - k + 2)-dimensional eigenspace corre- 
sponding to eigenvalues A,, . . . , ,iv + 1. This equality is known as the 
Courant-Fischer theorem [4]. 
Again consider the factorizations in (21, in which ? E ck and P^ E 
cxPk+‘. [F(Z) is of d e g ret k - 1, and P^( Z> is of degree N - k + I.] By 
equating _Yk = range (Pak( P>} and _YY k + 2 = range {s@~ _. k + 2( P’>>, we have 
= min p(P, P”), 
PtC” 
and 
It follows from Lemma 2 that 
for k=l,..., N+l. (9) 
From here onward, we shall ajways denote the maximized factor of P by P^ 
and the minimized factor by P. 
DEFINITION 2. Let f<u, u) be any function of u E U and u E V. Then 
(U *, II* ) is called a saddlepoint of f if 
The following theorem links the existence of a saddlepoint and equality of 
the min-max and max-min problems. 
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THEOREM 1 [HI. Iff< u,v)isafunctionofuEUandvEV, 
if and only iff( u, u) has a saddlepoint (u *, v.+ 1. 
It should be noted that, although the Courant-Fischer theorem has the 
form “max-min equals min-max, ” it does not have the form in (10) in general; 
hence it is not considered to be a saddlepoint theorem. 
We now turn to some additional background material before introducing 
the main results. 
DEFINITION 3. If H E Cnxn, then r( H 1, v( H >, and 6(H) denote the 
numbers of eigenvalues of H (including repeated eigenvalues) with positive, 
negative, and zero real parts respectively. The ordered triple 
{r(H), v(H), 6(H)} is called the inertia of H with respect to the imaginary 
axis. 
REMARKS. It is easy to see that r(H) + v(H) + 6(H) = n. If 
S(H) = 0, H must be nonsingular. For Hermitian matrices, all eigenvalues 
are real, so H is nonsingular if and only if 6(H) = 0. 
THEOREM 2. Given the block matrix 
H= 
if, M* 
[ 1 M _H,-m E @nXn, 
with F,,, E CmXm and _H,_, E C(n-m)x(n-m), if {cq 1 a1 > ... > a,,) are 
the eigenvalues of H, { oi 1 8, > *** 2 TV,, _ ,} are the eigenvalues of &I,, _ m, 
and {q 1 v1 > *** 2 cm} are the eigenvalues of z,,,, then 
ai a B{ > ffi+m f or i=l,...,n-m 
and 
“i > ui 2 ffi+n_m f O?- i = l,...,m. 
REMARKS. Theorem 2 is one version of Rayleigh’s theorem, also known 
as the eigenvalue interlacing theorem. Its proof can be found in [4, p. 2941. 
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THEOREM 3 14, p. 1851. If H, and H, are two n x n Hermitian 
matrices, and at least one of them, say H,, is positive definite, then there 
exists a nonsingular matrix Q such that Q* H, Q = I and Q* H, Q = D, where 
D = diag [ crl, . . . , a,], and { LY~, . . . , CY,J are the eigenvalues of H,’ H,, all of 
which are real. 
DEFINITION 4. The matrix 
-r(l) 1 . . . 0 
. . . . . . . I: . . -r(n - 1) 0 **a 1 -r(n) 0 . . . 0 
is the companion matrix for the manic polynomial 
R(z) = 1 + r(l):-l + ... +r(n)z-“. 
REMARK. The eigenvalues of C, are the zeros of R(Z). 
DEFINITION 5. (A?‘, 9) E CnXn x @ nX7” is said to be a controllable pair 
if and only if [H - AI s&‘] has full row rank for all A E c. 
LEMMA 3. <Cf , e,v*) is a controllable pair for all companion rnutrices 
CR and nontrivial vectors v. 
The proof for Lemma 3 can be found in any good book on linear systems, 
such as [2]. 
LEMMA 4. Given any fixed, nontrivial 9 E CnXm, almost every & E 
C”x” fkms a controllable pair (s’, 9). 
Proof. From the definition, (s’, s&‘) is controllable if u*(& - AZ) = 0 
implies u*9 # 0. Since the set of all vectors u E UZ” orthogonal to each 
column of s&’ has zero measure in @“, then u*S # 0 for almost every u. It 
follows that for almost every ~2, the pair (&, 9’) is controllable. ??
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The next lemma is fundamental. 
LEMMA 5. Let G(A)P = 0 be defined as in (l), and let (Ak, Pk) E 5. 
Then 
Proof. The result follows from Definition 4 and the equation 
G(A,)Z’, = 0. W 
The next theorem is an expanded version of one stated in [4]. 
THEOREM 4. Let Cd+, a) E CnXn x C”“’ be a controllable pair, and 
assume the Stein equation H - ti HM = 9’ holds for some H E Q=“’ “. 
(a) Zf 97 > 0, then det H # 0, and & has 7~( H) eigenvalues in 1 zI < 1 
and v(H) eigenvalues in 1 z 1 > 1. 
(b) Zj- s&’ < 0, th en det H # 0, and M has V( H > eigenvalues in (zl < 1 
and T( H > eigenvalues in I z I > 1. 
3. 
If 
MAIN RESULTS 
The first important theorem is given below. 
THEOREM 5. Let G(h)P = 0 be defined as in (l), and let (Ak, Pk) E 5. 
[GO)] N - [G(A)] N ~O(~‘J) 
for A EY(G(A)), and CC& [G( Ak)lN - [ G( A,)],) i.s a controllable pair, 
then 
(a) A, is distinct; 
(b) Pk( z) has k - 1 zeros in I z I > 1 (I zI < 1) and N - k + 1 zeros in 
IZI < 1 (lzl > 1). 
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Proof. By Lemma 5, 
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The Stein equation in (11) and the controllability assumption satisfy the 
hypothesis of Theorem 4 (b) [Theorem 4 (a)], so rank ([ G( A,)] N) = N. This 
implies that rank {G( A, )} > N, but since G(A,) is singular by definition, 
rank (G( A,)} = N. Thus, A, is distinct. 
It follows from Theorem 3 that n(G(A,)) = k - 1, v(G(Ak)) = N - 
k + 1, and S(G(A,)) = 1. Since [G( Ak)lN is nonsingular, Theorem 2 
implies that ,<[G( Ak)lN) = k - 1, v([G( Ak)]&,) = N - k + 1, and 
6([G( Ak)lN) = 0. Finally, Cq must have k - 1 eigenvalues in 1 .zI > 1 
(1 .z 1 < 1) and N - k + 1 eigenvalues in 1 z( < 1 (1 zI > l), by Theorem 4, 
proving (b). W 
Requiring either positive or negative semidefiniteness to hold over the 
interval of eigenvalues allows us to associate an eigenvalue with its eigenpoly- 
nomial according to the number of zeros the eigenpolynomial has in 1 z 1 < 1 
and IzI > 1. 
COROLLARY 1. Let G’(A)R c (A’ - AB’)R = 0, where A’, B’ E @“X” 
are Hermitian, B’ > o, and (ISSUW [G’(A)]._, - [@(A)].~, < o (> O) 
for aEZ A E~‘(G’(A)). AZ so, let p’(R) A R*A’R/R*B’R, and assume (A’, R’) 
is an eigenpuir. Zf R’(z) h usuZZofitszerosin/zI<l(lzl>l),thenR’isthe 
unique maximizer of p’(R). Zf R’( z > h as all ofits zeros in IzI > 1 (lzl < l), 
then R’ is the unique minimizer of p’(R). 
Proof. Since [ G’( A)] “_ i- [ G’( A)],, _ i is nonsingular, by Definition 5, 
the controllability condition of Theorem 5 is satisfied, along with the semidef- 
initeness condition. As a result, the conclusions of the theorem must hold, so 
it follows that an eigenpolynomial with all of its zeros in I ZI < 1 (1 zI > 1) can 
only correspond to the (distinct) maximum eigenvalue. Likewise, an eigen- 
polynomial with all of its zeros in I z I > 1 (1 z I < 1) can only correspond to the 
(distinct) minimum eigenvalue. W 
Lemma 4 implies that a problem which does not satisfy the controllability 
condition of Theorem 5 is arbitrarily close to one that does. If we are unable 
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to satisfy the condition in Theorem 5 with G(h), it may be of interest to study 
a perturbed p ro bl em which does satisfy the condition. In that case, we can 
define 
G,(h) 2 G(A) + A(e), 
where the perturbation matrix A(E) is an analytic matrix function of E, i.e., it 
has a power series expansion in E about E = 0, and lim, ~ 0 A(E) = 0 [7]. 
If KWI. - KWI, = 0, we can perturb the problem to satisfy the 
controllability condition and still retain semidefiniteness by choosing 
A(e) = ??(e,eT). 
In this case, 
which, by Lemma 3, must form a controllable pair with the companion 
matrix. As noted in the proof of Corollary 1, it is also possible to assure 
controllability by making [ GE( A)], - [G,(A)], a definite matrix. For exam- 
ple, if KWh - [W)l N Q 0 on A E 4(G( A)), and we choose 
A(e) = -ediag[l,2 ,..., N + I], 
then 
[G,(A)] N - [G(A)] ,v = [G(A)] N - [G(A)] ,v - ??1 < 0 
for A E&G(A)) and E > 0. Since the eigenvalues for G,( A)P = 0 are 
continuously variable with respect to E and dG( A)) is open, there exists an 
,a(G,( A)) CdG(A)) for E sufficiently small, so 
[GA 41 N - [GA 31 N < 0 
for A E&G,(A)) and sufficiently small E > 0. 
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THEOREM 6. Let G,(h)P = [G(A) + A( ??)]P = 0 be un anaZyticuZZy per- 
turbed eigenproblem (equivalent to (1) for E = 0) such that for some E’ and 
each E E (0, E’), 
(1) G,(h) is Hermitian, 
(2) G,(A,,)P,, = 0, pkc(0) = 1, A,, is the distinct, k th largest eigen- 
value, and Pke is the (unique) eigenvector associated with A,,, and 
(3) PE(4lX - w&NV < 0 ( > 0) for each A E AG,( A)). 
If 
then there exists a factorization P,(z) = @k(~)Fk(~), @k E ck, P^ E @N-k+2, 
such that 
(a) 
(b) +,<z> h us a o z s zeros in IzI > 1 (1~1 < I), and ik(z> bus all of its 11 f ‘t
zeros in 12x1 < l(lz 2 1); 
(c) A, B E [w(N+~)X(N+~) a & E [ok, & E ~“-k+z. 
REMARKS. It is necessary to define an analytically perturbed eigenprob- 
lem in the statement of the theorem in order to define the eigenvector 
solution of the original problem as the limit of the solution to the perturbed 
theorem as E + 0. As indicated in [7, pp. 35-361, an arbitrary element of the 
eigenspace of a repeated eigenvalue may not necessarily be analytically 
perturbed into a unique eigenvector. Hence we must define Pk from the 
perturbation itself. If A, is distinct ( Pk is unique), then no such complication 
arises. Nevertheless, it is still necessary to introduce a perturbation for the 
purpose of applying Theorem 5 and its corollary, since, for example, P,(z) 
may have zeros on the unit circle. 
Proof. (a): By assumption (3) and Definition 5, <C&, [ G,( A,,)] N - 
[ G,( Akc)lN) is a controllable pair. Thus, Theorem 5 implies that P,..(z) has 
k - 1 zeros in IzI > 1 (1.~1 < 1) and N - k + 1 zeros in 1~1 < 1 (1~1 > 1). 
Let Pk.(z) = ekke( z)@~~(z), such that gkkE( Z) has all k - 1 of its zeros in 
1~1 > 1 (lzl < l), and fk,,<z> has all N - k + 1 of its zeros in IzI < 1 
(lzl > 1). 
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The Rayleigh quotient associated with G,(A) is 
P,(P) p 
P*[A + A(e)]P 
P*BP . 
The definitions of p,(F, P^> and p,(P^, F> are the same as in (7) and (B), 
except A is replaced by A + A( E). 
Now let 
and let 
G(A, 6,) A~*(k)G(4~(k) for k=l ,..., N. (15) 
Definition 1, (14), and assumption (3) imply that 
=g*( k){ [G(A)] N - [G(A)] +‘( 6,) 
<O(>O) (16) 
for k = 2, . . . , N + 1 and A E AGE(A)). Since 
it follows that the range of eigenvalues for G,( A, skkr)g = 0 are contained 
within the range of eigenvalues for G,(A) P = 0. In other words, there exists 
an open interval ca(G,(A, ?kks)) COGS), so (16) can be rewritten as 
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for k = 2,..., N + 1, and h E AG,( h, tk,)). Applying a similar process to 
(151, we can show that 
fork = l,..., N_, and A E&G&A, pkkE). 
Since (hke, Pkr). 1s an eigenpair satisfying G,( h, Gk e >p = 0, tkkt( z > has all 
of its zeros in 1 z! > 1 (1~1 < 1) for k = 2, . . . , N f-1, and (17) is true, then 
by Corollary 1, Pk c is the unique minimizer of p,(P, ?k,), i.e., 
(19) 
for all P E Ck, k = 1,. . . , N + 1. (For k = 1, (19) is trivially true, since k is 
a scalar.) Since (hkr, tkke) is an eigenpair satisfying G,(h, Fk,,>P^ = 0, Pke(z) 
has all of its zero: in 1~1 < 1 (lzl > 1) for k = 1,. . . ,AN1and (18) is true, then 
by Corollary 1, Pke is the unique maximizer of p,(P, Pkc), i.e., 
(20) 
,. 
for all P E @ - iv k+2, k = l,..., N + 1. (For k = N + 1, (20) is trivially true. 
since P^ is a scalar.) Combining (12), (I9), and (20) and letting E -+ 0 gives us 
the saddlepoint inequality (13). 
(b): The proof of this part is obvious from the proof of part (a). 
(c): We can assume, without loss of generality, that A(E) is real. There- 
fore Pka is real, which implies that Pke(z) can have complex zeros only in 
conjugate pairs. From part (a), the zeros of Pike are separated from the 
zeros of ik,(z) by the unit circle, 1~1 = I, implying that F&c(3) and tk,(:) 
can have complex zeros only in conjugate pairs. Since Pke, Pkr, and ik, must 
be real on E E (0, E’) and continuous at E = 0, they are real at E = 0 also. ??
Theorem 6 has several interesting points. The saddlepoint inequality (13) 
implies, by Theorem 1, that equality holds in (9) and that the eigenvector 
factors can be found by solving a min-max (max-mm) optimization problem. 
Thus, any of the eigenpairs can be computed without having to compute any 
other eigenpairs. It also suggests that a set of eigenpairs could be computed 
using parallel procedures. Part (c) is of some practical importance, since it 
tells us that, for eigenproblems involving real matrices, the saddlepoints exist 
in real factored spaces. As a result, their computation can be done using only 
real arithmetic. 
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Knowing when the zeros of the eigenpolynomial factors are located 
entirely on the unit circle is also of some interest. The next theorem provides 
sufficient conditions for this to occur. 
THEOREM 7. Let G(A)P = 0 be defined as in Cl), with (Ak, Pk) E 5, 
andlet [G(h)]. - [G(h)]. = 0. Ifck E Ck and ik E CNekf2 arefactors 
of Pk satisfying (IS), and 
(a> if the eigenualue A, for G( A, i,.>F = 0 is distinct, then nil k - 1 
zeros~fF~;k(z) lieon 1x1 = 1 fork = $.;.,A’+ 1; 
(b) ifihe eigenvalue A, for G(A, P,..P = 0 is distinct, then all N - k + 1 
zeros ofPk(z) lie on 1.~1 = 1 fork = 1,. . . , N. 
Proof. The proofs of (a) and (b) are similar, so we only prove (a>. From 
Theorem 6, A, is the minimum stationary value of p(F, $k> and the 
minimum eigenvalue for 
By Theorem 3, 
which implies [ G( A,, tk)],_ 1 > 0. We wish to show, however, that 
[G(An, 4,],_, > 0. 
Assume, to the contrary, that [ G( A,, ik)],_ 1 is singular. Since 
[G(A)], -[G(h)]. = 0 implies that [G(&, @k)]k_l = [G(&, s)],_,, 
there must exist a vector 11 E Ck- ’ such that 
u* [G(A,, &)] k_l~ = U* [G(& Q] k_lu = 0. 
It follows that 
b* O]G(A,, P-&L* O]* = 0 
and 
[0 u*]G(A,, q)[O u*]* = 0. 
(22) 
(23) 
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Since A, is assumed to be distinct, tank (G(h,, ik)} = k - 1, but (211, (259, 
and (23) imply that rank {G(h, , P,>} 
[G(A,, P&i > 0. 
< k - 2. The contradiction proves 
The result of Lemma 5 holds for G(h, , z;, ), so 
LG(‘k) %I k_ 1 - c:k [G(Ak, 'k)] km,‘& 
= [G(A,> &)] k_, - [G(h +k)] k-1 = (I. (24) 
Let ((T, V> E C X Ck- ’ denote an arbitrary eigenpair of CF~. Pre- and 
postmultiplication of (24) by u* and u, respectively, yields 
We have shown that [ G( A,, tk)lkm 1 > 0, which implies 
and thus 1~1’ = 1. Since cr is also a zero of P,(Z), the theorem is proved. ??
Theorem 7 includes, as a special case, the results of 151, 181, and 191 noted 
in the introduction. Also, Theorem 7 supplies sufficient conditions for any. 
Pk(z) (not just P,(s) or PN+ 1 (z)) to have factors with zeros on I z I = 1. 
4. SUMMARY 
It was shown for a class of eigenproblems, including the case when A and 
B are correlation matrices, that the eigenvectors can be characterized as 
saddlepoints, and that they can be computed as the solutions to min-max 
(max-min) optimization problems. For real A and B, the saddlepoints are 
real. Also, some suf@ient conditions were obtained for the eigenpolynomial 
factors Pk(z) and P,(Z) to have zeros inside, outside, or on the unit circle. 
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